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From identifying your triggers to improving your relationships — manage your emotional wellbeing
Struggling to cope with anxiety and/or depression? Have no fear — this hands-on guide focuses on helping you pinpoint the root of your problems and find relief from your symptoms in a detailed, step-by-step manner. With concise, eye-opening exercises, you'll understand how to assess your current situation, remove the roadblocks to change, face your fears, and improve your view of yourself and the world around you. You'll see how to take direct action to alter negative or distorted thinking, lift your moods, and adopt positive habits that will lead you toward a more joyful, meaningful, and connected life!      

Discover      

	How to improve the way you feel about yourself
	Skills to face and overcome what makes you anxious or depressed
	How to determine whether medication is an option for you
	Practical ways to prepare for and deal with setbacks


About the Author
   
Charles H. Elliot, PhD, and Laura L. Smith, PhD, are practicing clinical psychologists and faculty members at the Fielding Graduate Institute.
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Capsicum: Breeding Strategies for Anthracnose ResistanceCRC Press, 2018

	
		Capsicum, more commonly as chili or chili pepper, is an important global vegetable and spice crop. Anthracnose disease, caused by a complex of Colletotrichum species, is the major biotic stress limiting chili production in tropical and subtropical countries. Anthracnose disease mainly manifests itself as a post-harvest...
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What About Labrador Retrievers: The Joy and Realities of Living with a LabHowell Book House, 2003
Are Labrador Retrievers generally healthy dogs?
How much does it cost to keep a Lab?  

Can I keep my Lab inside, or do I need a yard?  

That little Labrador Retriever puppy is so adorable--but is he the right dog for you? Many prospective dog owners don’t ask the questions they should when deciding to bring a new puppy...
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Maximizing ASP.NET Real World, Object-Oriented DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2005
Using ASP.NET, you can build Web applications that deliver  unprecedented power and performance. But to make the most of ASP.NET, Web  developers need to think and work very differently from the ways they've  programmed in the past. In Maximizing ASP.NET Jeffrey Putz helps you make the  transitionand reap the rewards.
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Transact-SQL Desk Reference: For Microsoft SQL ServerPrentice Hall, 2003
This is the SQL reference you'll reach for first, every time!

If you're an SQL programmer, you can easily picture how useful a comprehensive, single-volume Transact-SQL command reference manual would be in streamlining your work. And if that book was rich in examples, was written with users of all levels of expertise in mind, and was...
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Advanced Graphics Programming Using OpenGL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Today truly useful and interactive graphics are available on affordable computers. While hardware progress has been impressive, widespread gains in software expertise have come more slowly. Information about advanced techniquesbeyond those learned in introductory computer graphics textsis not as easy to come by as inexpensive hardware. 
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Materials that Change Color: Smart Materials, Intelligent DesignSpringer, 2013

	This book presents a design-driven investigation into smart materials developed by chemists, physicists, materials and chemical engineers, and applied by designers to consumer products. Introducing a class of smart materials, that change colors, the book presents their characteristics, advantages, potentialities and difficulties of...
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